Rotating Review

Variations: Carousel Brainstorming and Graffiti

Strategy Steps

1. Topics are written at the top of chart papers which are posted about the room.

2. Teams stand by a topic chart. Select a team member to be RECORDER. Each team is given a different colored marker to record ideas with.

3. Teams have one minute(?) to write as many facts as they can on the topic. RECORDER does not add ideas, but works to make sure ideas from team members are accurately stated.

4. The teacher or TIMER calls stop and the teams are to rotate to the next topic.

5. A new RECORDER is selected from the team.
   1st - The team members have two minutes(?) to read and discuss what the previous team has written.
   2nd - The team can put a QUESTION MARK by any item they have a question about.
   3rd - The team has one minute(?) to write additional information.

6. Team continue to rotate to each topic following the Step #5 until all topics are covered.

7. Teams return to their starting topic and analyze the information on their sheet.